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The Scoville Series: Part IV
Music in the Classroom

By Jon Scoville

 In any dance class the choice and quality of the 
music being danced to has a big impact on the learning 
process (and certainly on the joy factor). Particularly 
when working in a high school environment where 
students often have had little exposure to a range of 
styles and genres, what you use to accompany the class 

serves to not only give a dynamic charge to the 
movement, but at a deeper pedagogical 
level, allows young dancers to 
experience moving to a rich and varied 
palette of sound. This widens their ears 

(and, one would hope, their hearts as well).

 Establishing trust: This is critical at the early 
stages of class interaction. Bringing music that allows 
them to feel comfortable is the key. Current tastes need 

they either have some familiarity with or that will be 
from genres they know: hip-hop and pop often being 
good places to start. Once they feel that you recognize 
their favorite idioms, you can begin to branch out 
and extend their experience. Classical, country-rock, 
African-derived forms, reggae, circus music. Even 
polkas and balkan brass band music all have their 
roots in dance and will help to modify some of their 
movement instincts which are so rooted in the squared 
off, relentlessly symmetrical accents, and hormonal 
implications of rock.

 Practical issues: Pace the music. Starting off fast 
will leave you little room for increasing the tempo to 
build the energy of the class (though a useful exception 
is to start fast to get the students’ motors going and then 
slow down the tempo and quiet the mood to allow for 
some internalization of student focus on the interior 
sensing of the body). Realize too, that in the excitement 
of teaching, a piece of music which you’ve selected 
for a particular phrase, while seeming to be the perfect 

tempo in your living room, may suddenly 
seem way too slow in the classroom. 
Music which is all the same tempo or the 
same genre, while good for trance-based 

movement styles (e.g: African and hip-hop) can remove 
the dancers’ alertness towards sensed qualitative action. 
They’ll have a good time moving, but not be as fully 
conscious that they are there to learn.

 Equipment hassles: If you are going to use cds, 
make sure that you get to the classroom early enough 
to establish not only the whereabouts of the sound 
system, but its functionality as well. Test it to make sure 
it works, that you know which is the volume knob, that 
both speakers are working and that the EQ is properly 

adjusted so that it’s not too screechy or too 
bassy. Often cds that you’ve burned yourself 
are less reliable than manufactured versions. 
My recommendation is to have backups, 
either of the cds you will use, or alternate 

cds that can be used in place of something that was 
scratched by all those teeth lurking in the giant maw 
of your dance bag. For my dancer/teacher wife, I put 
adhesive labels on the covers of the cds I prepare for 
her, and mark on the label which cuts she’s apt to use 
(along with a 1- or 2-word description of tempo and 
mood). Thus in the heat of the class she can refer to the 
index to make the right choice at the right time.

 End runs: The best back-up in case of sound 
system or cd failure, apart from bringing your own 
boom box (which, given the condition of the equipment 
at many schools, is not a bad idea), is 
to bring a drum and some mallets. 
Even if there are no audio hassles, 
changing the sonic environment 
by accompanying some of your own 
phrases will make the movement experience 
more immediate and often feel less canned. Just be sure 
you have practiced your favorite drum patterns enough 
so that you are comfortable talking while you drum. 
You can add a little dazzle when you get to a cadence. 
Simplicity is key, and scat singing with your drumming 
will not only enrich the sound but often make your 
rhythm more stable and ‘in the pocket’. Have at least 
one duple and one triple rhythm in your back pocket 
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Ask a Musician
 Do you have a question that only a musician can answer? Do you need recommendations for music 

to use in your studio or performance? Now is your chance to ask Jon Scoville. Submit your questions to 
sean.guymon@hotmail.com, and after Jon answers them we will print them in a future newsletter.

Jon,
 I am not able to have an accompanist very often while teaching, what are the disadvantages?
            Anonymous

 Not using a musician leaves the teacher with only two other options: 1) recorded sound, 2) silence. 
iPods offer great opportunities in technique and improv classes to allow the dancers to move within a wide 
variety of sound environments. So an occasional day of using recorded music can give a nice change of pace 

being heard over the music. The end result is that the dancing becomes driven by the sound rather than being 
supported by it, and nuance and detail often disappear. Thus I believe that recorded music can be very useful 
for giving class but not necessarily encourage teaching class where a deft and intuitive musician can really help 
facilitate a teacher’s class plan.
If one is planning to use recorded music in the same class that also employs an accompanist, it usually helps 
to save the iPod until towards the end of class. Thus the accompanist doesn’t have to follow, say, The Rite of 
Spring or James Brown, with his/her piano or drums -- a humbling downsizing of sound and dynamics. It is also 
diplomatic to alert the accompanist before class starts that you plan to use recorded music at some point.
 As for silence -- one of the great virtues of occasionally unaccompanied dance classes is the quiet that 
allows the students to focus on the teacher’s crits and the sonic tranquility where one can go more deeply into 
some of the technical and expressive aspects of movement. It usually means the teacher will have to sing the 
counts. Yet this will allow your voice to provide the dynamics and suggest the qualities of motion that you wish 
to see manifested. 
 Another alternative is to ask the accompanist to play extremely quietly and simply for some part 
of the class so that the students can more readily enter into the movement qualities without being pushed 
by the music. Alwin Nikolais always impressed me by how delicately he would play even for complex and 
dynamic movement phrases. This asked the dancers to be able to generate articulate and expressive movement 
independent of music. All of these approaches will widen your sonic palette and your students can discover all 
manner of new relationships of sound and movement.
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and that, along with a Swiss Army knife, can enable you to head off around the world. If you 
forget your drum, use an inverted wastebasket. If there is none, just sing rhythmically and clap 
your hands – on the two and four if you want to be hip. If you have fun with the music, your 
class will too.


